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A LETTER TO A FRIEND

IN

THE

DIASPORA

By now you probably have learned that the Democratic Movement For
Change (DHC) -- Israel's new political party headed by Prof. Yigael
Yadin-captured 12% of the votes in our recent elections, and will
send 15 members to the Knesset.
This event is truly revolutionary
in the country's political life, for in so short a time- - only after
six months of organisation -- it establishes the DMC as the third
largest political party in Israel.
One of the major planks of the
DHC's platform is that it will consider joining apolitical coal it ion
only on condition that the next elections be based on an electoral
reform law which will al low for direct, district elections rather
than the present proportional representation system where one votes
for a country-wide party list rather than for candidates directly
responsible to the electorate.
The uniqueness of the DHC is its
grass roots constituency: unlike all other parties, every member
on its Knesset I ist, and in the party's governing bodies, was
elected by the entire 35,000 party membership, and not appointed
by small cliques or political bosses.
This is participatory
democracy at its finest, and it augurs well for the future of our
society.
We need drastic internal improvement in our way of
life, and hopefully DHC will set the tone for this change.
I am a member of DMC, and frankly its emergence has brought me and
many a I iberal Israeli a ray of hope for the days ahead, despite
the very difficult pol itlcal scenerio one may draw with respect to
our international position.
Many of us feel that we can expedite the process of bringing about
desirable ch~nge in Israel if there were greater involvement of
Jews the world over in several dimensions of our national I ife.
Our party be lieves that committed Jews, even while in the Diaspora,
have a right to relate to Israel organically, not only philanthropically.
Though, as citizens of Israel, we are the legal sovereign
in the country, who make all the final decisions, we honestly believe
that world Jewry has the right to influence us with respect to our
national ethos and policies because we are one Jewish people!
We need to hear the voice of concerned Jews on matters affecting
the nature of our democracy, the plural ism of our Judaism, the
qua! ity of our national life, the oneness of the Jewish people.
If we are truly 11one people 11 our relationship is sui generis and is
not restricted to the normal mind-your-own-business pattern of
relationships between citizens of different states.
The quality
and future of the Israel society is also the business of world Jewry,
and we are convinced that active and sensitive involvement in Israel
will help us reform the Israel society .
·
The most effective framework to exercise this involvement is through
the World Zionist Organization .
This Organization, while due for
reform and upgrading, can be improved only from within, and though
"Zionism" may be interpreted variously by different people, everyone
agrees that it means the centrality of Israel in the life of the
Jewish people, and the need to strengthen and develop its national

. ./2
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I ife.
In every country in the world indfvldual membership in the
World Zionist Organization is through that country's National Zionist
Federation, comprised largely of the Zionist groups in that country -as explained in the following report on ''world union'S 11 •
DMC believes itself to be the natural framework for Zionist membership
of many thousands of intelligent Jews in the Diaspora who are vitally
concerned with Israel and who wish to establish a greater organic
relationship with the Israel society.
In keeping with the existing
pattern of "world unions" described below, we wish to establish a
national affiliate of a 11 DMC world union" In you'" country lrmiediately,
and encourage you to take on leadership responsibil I ties In helping
to organize such a body .
Unlike the Diaspora affll lates of other
world unions. we want you to relate to us through ongotn¥ dialogue
and mutual influence with respect to the vital Issues af ecting
both Israel and the Diasp<>ra.
We want to relate to you through
correspondence, newsletters, educational semfnars,lnternational
conferences. social visits.
We [Want to make the concept of "Jewish
Peop Iehood 11 more mean I ngfu 1 and exciting.
Should you agree to accept tHis invitatio", please write to me at
once and I will send you additional data on hOw to proceed.
But
time is of the essence and l hope to hear from you very soon.
EXISTING

PATTERNS

OF

"WORLD

UNIONS"

The formal relationship between world Jewry and Israel is largely,
though not solely. r.egulated by the Jewisn Agency.
A legal
relationship between the Government of Israel and the Jewish Agency
was concluded In 1952, which gave the Agency much political
influence In the country, not to speak of lmmlgration to Israel,
youth al lyah ., Jewish education, new Israel I settlements,etc.
The Agency consists of two partners -- tne group of individuals
representing the major fund raising agencies for Israel (e.g .
United Jewish Appeal, Council of Federations and Welfare Funds, etc.)
and the group of individuals representing the World Zionist
Organization.
The latter component ls probably the more effective
with respect to influencing Israel's daily life, not only because
its members control the day-to-day operations of the Agency
through specific portfolios, but primarily because they represent
political parties in Israel!
The World Zionist Organization is composed of political parties
in Is rae I and their organized 11 sympa th i ze rs 11 abroad.
Each
Israeli Zionist political party along with its affiliate abroad,
is called a "world union".
There are 7 such ''world unions11 :
Labor (Poale Zion, Pioneer Women, HabonimL Hapam("Progressive
Zionists", Hashomer Hatzair), Herut (Revisionists, Betar),
Liberals (Union of General Zionists, Z.O.A.), Independent Liberals,
and Mafdal (M lzrachf 1 Hapoel Hamizrachi, Mlzrachi Women. Bnei Aklva) •

. . /J

- 3 In addition to these 611unions 11 which are related directly to Israeli
political parties, there is the Confederation of General Zionists (Hadassah, League for Progressive Israel) which, while not affiliated with
an Israeli party, is a political component in the World Zionist
Organization.
However, because it has no Israeli political affiliation
it has Jess impact upon the national life of the country than any
other "world union".
Regardless of our desires, we must bear in mind that the monopoly of
power and influence in Israel is in the hands of the country's
political parties, and non-political frameworks have little influence
upon the ethos of the society.
One reason for this phenomenon is
due to the political control of most funds cominq into Israel, and in
a country with few natural resources, a poor work ethic, and a weak
industrial output -- the citizen is increasingly dependent on
Political decisions.
This is the reason wny "world unions" of Israel's political parties
represent the most practical way for world Jewr.y to influence Israel.
How is this done?
All of the ''world unions" are represented at the World Zionist Congress
Which meets once in four years, and on its elected bodies - - the Zionist
Actions C0'111littee which meets twice a year, and the Jewish Agency
Executive which operates daily.
The number of delegates of each
''world union" at the Congress determines the union's political
strength.
This in turn affects Congress decisions
t.he number
of delegates from each world union on the Zionist ~tions COfTlllittee, and
especially, the composition of the Jewish Agency Executive, which
controls the World Zionist Movement on a day-to-day basis through its
operational budgets and departments in Jerusalem {and to a lesser exten
in the U.S.).
The political goal of each "world union" , therefore,
is to send as many delegates as possible to the Congress, and subsequently,
to manage as many portfolios as possible on the Jewish Agency's
Executive.
The next Zionist Congress will take place in Jerusalem at the end of
February 1978, but elections to the Congress will be held, in most
countries, in the Fall of 1977,
These Diaspora elections wit 11 vote
for slates of local delegates nominated by the Diaspora affiliates of
the "world unions", and the slates are voted upon by the members of
the country's Zionist Federation.
In Israel, there are no elections
to the Congress; for every Knesset seat, a Zionist party may despatch
two delegates to the Congress.
The DMC has made its mark on the Israeli political scene.
Now you can
help make the DMC a potent factor at the World Zionist Congress and
in the governing bodies of the World Zionist Organization as well!

May 25th 1977.
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Dear~.~.
•

I am writing to you to follow-up your response regarding my article
on "Aliya From America". Since many people wrote to me requesting more details
about the 2 year "reserve duty" idea, (among them were Jewish Agency and
welfare federation executives~ aliya colD\cil members, etc.), I wrote the
attached memorandum to try to spell thinp,s out in more detail.
As noted in the article, the impetus for such a proyram must come
from J ews in the States, to fill a need f or many American Jews. I would
appreciate any activity that you aay be able to undertake to get such a plan
started in your community as a pilot project. Eventually, perhaps a nati(\ftal
''corporation" or Aliya Commission could be esta't'tlished linkinf various
American cities together that miP.ht be invnlved in the Project.
Whatever the outcome, thanks for your letters and good-will.
Sincerely, shalom,

Or. Ellezer D, Jaffe.

AMERICAN RESERVE DUTY IN ISRAEL: HC1W IT COULO \I/ORK
by
Dr . Eliezer D. Jaffe*

For a large segment of aliya-prone,

Is:rael-ori~?nted

Jews in the Diaspora

the psychological and practical barriers involved in ''burning one's bridges"
and pursuing aliya are nearly insurmoWltable.

The hig'.h-pressure demand for

total-committment to aliya which is so common today leaves little room for
gradual acquaintance with the idea of living in Israel, for testing one's hopes
against reality, and even for being able to give up the idea of aliya without
guilt feelings and the psychological need to justify to the world "why I left".
I believe, however, that Jews have a right and duty to serve in the
)uilding of Israel in a personal capacity, beyond tha1; of fund-raising and other
diaspora-based activities.

Thousands of diaspora Jews have much to contribute

to Israel,. professionally, intellectually, culturally:, and economically.
despite the slack in aliya, there

see~s

to

b~ a~

upsurge of discontented diaspora

Jews who would like to live in Israel and naY.e a contribution, but who
short at aliya.

Ironically,

s~op

And there is no serious vehicle today for allowing this energy

and genuine goodwill to

o~a:i.·

frui-::.

P rhaps
0

~o

cf

t:l-.~

':'Ca$Ons for this dilenuna

is that most diaspora Jeus have been lookil g to Israel to solve the problerrt .
Perhaps acceptinf traditional dependence on :he Israelis for inventing a plan

* Eliezer D. Jaffe teaches at the School cf Social Work of the Hebrew University
in Jerusalem. He was an Associate Profe!sor of Social. Work in the United States,
immip-rated to Israel in 1960, was directci.~ of the Department of Family and
Conmnmi ty Services of the Jerusalem Munic ::..pali ty, a mE~mber of the Prime Ministers'
Committee on Disadvantaged Youth, is merrt.cT of the Sec::-etariat of the Israel
Association of Social Wo~kers, and a four:.d:np member o~ Zahavi, the Israel
Association of Large Families. He recentl)' was an Israeli Scholar-in-Residence
in the U.S.
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to somehow live in Israel without the pressure of an "either-or" decision
on aliya has been a mistake.

And perhaps it is time for diaspora Jews to

organize their own plans, strategies, and resources regardinp how t o explore,
and live in Israel for at least a period of their lives.
The Reserve P'lan
The basic idea of the "reserve duty" concept stems from the Israeli reserve
duty that all of us of military age in Israel experience every year.

We are

called up t o the ftrmy for 35 days, interrupt our regular life style, and when
"the reserves" {"miluim") are over, we p.o back home.

We know that reserve duty

is coming up, we plan for it at home and at the office, we work hard at it, and
it is no paid vacation.

We invariably lose some income because of it, but since

it is necessary £0r Israel and our families, we do it year in, year out.

Why can•t diaspora Jews also give us two years of their lives, as their
reserve duty for Israel? Why couldn't university p,raduates, yowtg married couples,
nr ofessionals in group practices, people on the verge of retirement, and even
retirees give us two years of their lives, and then go home? Why shouldn't this
emotional, concrete need of thousands of diaspora Jews not be seen as a legitimate
service of the l ocal Jewish community federation, organized and fwtded by the
federation for tax-payinc Jews in the commwtity who need this service as Much
~s

they need the Jewish community center, the local home for the aged, or the

Jewish family service agency?
Just suppose that a sizable number of Jews petitioned their l ocal
federation to initiate an Israeli Reserve Program, including a 6 month ulpan
pr ogram in Israel, followed by an 18 month subsidized employment experience
afterwards .

Suppose that the federations, in

taxpayers, insisted that the Israeli

al".

gove~ment

effort t o serve their local
facilitate such a PrograJl'l

by usine u,J .A. - Jewish Agency funds now "available" because of the slack

- 3 in immi,eration.

Suppose the demand for such a

profI'aJ~

came from the diaspora

side rather than the Israeli side, based on a need of the diaspora communities.
And suppose that if such a prograltl were not forthcomb1g from the local Jewish
comr:nmi ty federations that "tax payers" declared a "t:ax strike" until the service
was provided.
The scenario presented above is not altogether unrealistic.
one day.

The federations have treated aliya or

most part, in a shabby manner.

settli~ment

It may happen

in Israel, for the

They are afraid of loss of leadership and revenue;

the ll . J.A. apparatus, and the American members of the Jewish Agency aliya section
have concentrated on assessinr the Israeli aliya effo:rts, and r:irely on what
American Jewish leadership has offered its own communities in this area.

It is

unconceivable that the same diaspora leadership that organized and indigenously
developed the U.J .A. and the Israel Bonds proerams., have been so impotent and
complacent about American aliya and aliya

e~loration

efforts.

Rumors have it

that many of the fund-raisers consider immieration or settlement of American Jews
in Israel as counter-productive to the fund-raisinp effort.
Nevertheless, if a demand does develop from diaspora Jews for a Reserveduty type of program, anchored in the local Jewish cormnunity federations as part
of a legitimate service to the community, I believe that it can work.

It should

at least be tried as an experiment, perhaps in severaJL communities, with proper
accoWltability and feed-back, anc! within a pre-determ;lned period of time.
Some additional, essential parts of the ReservH Program would include
an information, counselling, ancl individualized screening prograri, some formal
apreement between the parties to the Progran, and above all, follow-up in Israel
to determine how the families and individuals are doing.

The follow-up should

be done by Israelis who immigrated from va:!'ious cities in the diaspora, who
would be paid to serve as facilitators, actTOcates. and ombudsmen for their

- 4 lanrlsmen.

The Prorram should be based on a personal interest by the "senriinr

city'' in the welfare of 11their" families in Israel.

The veteran Israeli

ombudsman should he appointed by his former hoJT1e itown, and should send periodic
stnnmaries to the home town office so that they can be aware of and help
facilitate problems that arise for "their"faJ!lilies.

The ombudsmen might naturally

be located bl the Israeli immigrant association offices, such as the Association
of Americans and Canadians in Israel, hut whatever the arrangement, no family
should be without a veteran Israeli from his home-town to p,ive advice and report
back on the family's adjustment .

The home town has to be responsihle for the

families it "sends".
Hebrew, Em,Eloymen t, Housing and Financinr.
The Israeli government must take responsibility for providing the ulpan
an1l also an 18 month work experience in an area "as close as possible" to the
employment skills and abilities of the Prop.ram participant.
prn~ahly

It is a temporary,

subsidized work experience in Israel that is needed, with the explicit

Wl<lerstanding that the employee will be leavinr afterwards and returniny to
his home in the diaspora .
Also, a way must be found t5y the Israeli rovernment to :preserve one's
i.mr.iiurants rights to future housinr and other

~asic

tax-free purchases in the

event that a "Reservist" later decides to stay, or eventually immirrates t"
Israel.

The typical Prop,ram participant would

livinp: in rental housinp subsicized hy the
ulpan.

~e

a kind of temporary resident,

~overnrnent,

and attendine an

u~an

His housing would be furnished, requirinf a minimum of household

purchases.
financial

J\ policy would have to be establishe<! regarding the de!free of
paJ~ticipation

from the Reservist, the Israeli p,overnment, and the

home town in the costs of the prop,raII!.
on the hasis of universal suhsidies or

lb.is coul<l perhaps be <lecided preferably
ca .~h ~rants,

means test and graduated rates of assistance.

or hy use of an individual

The bulk of the funds for the
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Israel end of the pr ogram, however, should come from an allocation by the World
Zionist Organization and the Jewish agency.
In each of the diaspora communities participating in the Reserve Procram.

a local fund should l°'e created to cover the expenses of the P-rograms' staff
and its information services.
esta~lished

A Special Assistance Fund should also be

t o pay the salary and expenses of the Israeli omhudsman as well as

for special needs of the families in the Reserve Propram in Israel such as

tutorial help for the children, legal aid, and 0ther generally lD1foreseen.
seemingly small, but crucial expenses.

'ntese funds should be solicited and

obtained from the regular budget of the Jewish community's

fe~eration,

just

as any other local Jewish community aeency or ser.vice.
Conclusion

It is not easy by any means to pick up and move t o another city, and
certainly more difficult to Aove to another country, even if it be the Jewish
homeland.

An effort must be made to enable diaspora and particularly aliya-

oriented Jews to give us two years of their lives, and either pet thoughts of
aliya

11

into their system or out of it".

People who are considering life in

Israel should not have t o burn their bridges all at once, but should be given au
oppoTtunity to see the country in a relaxed way.

No more farewell parties

and beinp exploited as "examplesn for others; no more big send-effs and public
promises and testimonials on leaving.

And no more decisions aliout living in

Israel based on tourist impressions and pure emotion.
Aliya is a biy decision.

It deserves serious exploratinn and investment .

Perhaps the Israel Reserve Duty Program is a new way for Western Jews to lend
us Israelis a hand without any strings.

We will certainly both be richer for

the experience and more intellirent about
Anyone interested?

e~~ch

other because of it .

p

By Eliezer D. Jaffe

lnunigration to Israel: What Can Be Done?
Q NE Friday

night last winter 1,000 American

U.J.A. young leadership members were invited
into the bome:s of Jerusalem residents for infonnal
conversation over coffee and cake and assorted pumpkin seeds. It se:emed as if half of Jerusalem's families,
including their neighbors and friends, were hosting the
group that oi,ght. We, too, were assigned several
American couples, and after an initial exchange of
generalities the~ conversation got around to aliya. Why
was it, we Israelis asked. that more American Jews
were not coming to help us build the country. especially
now. after the Six Day War and the Yorn Kippur War
when we need them so badly?
The answer from the American side was quick in
coming and w the point "If all the American Jews
came to lsrad, you would not have political and
financial support from the U.S .. and besides, the Israeli
economy could not support all 1ho-.: newcomers." To
this, my friend and coJleague, Profo,,or Nadav Halevi.
a professor of economics at the H~·brew University,
retoned, "Send us only 1% of American Jewry and the
economy will take care of itself.··
Despite all of the good wi11 toward' lsrael by diaspora Jews, andl despite repeated call' by Israel for more
immigrants, t.hte number of newcomers ha~ dwindled to
an embarrass:ing and critiC<JI level. In 1975, only
19,756 immigrants arrived as compared with 32.000 in
1974 and 56,000 in 1972. From all of Lc11in America.
where Jewry sits upon a powder keg of political dynamite and assimilation is over75%, less than 2.000Jews
immigrated to· Israel in 1975. During the past three
years, over 12 ,000 Jews who left Ru~sia never came to
Israel, and in it 975 nearly 39% of those leaving Russia
did not settle in Israel, but dropped out in Rome or

Eliur D. Jafj(e is a faculty member of the School of
Social Welfare ar the Hebrew University. He was director of the Welfare Department of the Jerusalem
Municipality, a member of the Prime-Minister's
Committee on Disadvantaged Yourh. and a c<rfounder
cfZAHAVI, the Israel Association/or Rights of Large
Families. This article was wriuen during his recent

visit as Associate Professor at Cleveland State Universiry. His article "Welfare in Israel" appeared in our

September 1975 issue.
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Vienna, leaving only about 8,500 who continued on to
Israel. In March of 1976, the "drop-out" rate of Russians who never got to Israel reached 52 per cent.
There are many explanations regarding drop-out
rates for the Russian Jews. Some Israeli officials
quietly suggest that the Soviet government is releasing only ··cosmopolitan" Jews from Moscow
and the other big cities who simply want to get out of
Russia. but not to JsraeJ. Others say that Russian authorities contrive to send out "rotten apples" to badmouth Israel, or to emigrate from it, and spread the
word to others not to leave Russia or not to settle in
Israel. Both of these views may be supported by suggestions that large numbers of Zionistically committed
Jews in Russia are not allowed out since they would
indeed go directly to Israel.
There may perhaps be truth in all of these views. but
it is a fact that there has always been a "creaming-off'
of urban, Jews in the professions who left their host
countries for the opportunities and comforts of newly
adopted Western couotriel> such as the United States,
Canada, Germany, France, and England. It is also a
fact that there have been discouraging letters sent by
many Russians in hrael to their relatives in the Soviet
Union describing problems of integration and acculturation. and these have not encouraged others in coming
on to hrael. On the other hand, positive letters oflife in
America, and ''adoption'' and personal attention given
Russian immigrants by Jewish families and communities in America. tend to make the American scene
more attractive to many Russians. And in the final
analysis. it is impossible for Israel to compete
materialistically with American standards of living and
present military tranquility. My OWJl feeling is that as
Russian immigrants to America continue to arrive in
larger numbers and to expect more from the Jewish
communities. the absorption process will become more
bureaucratic, less personalized, and more conservative. I would also predict a "cooling orr· by many
American Jews towards Russian immigrants. It seems
likely, nevertheless, that there will be a continued, and
stronger flow of Russian immigrants to America rather
lhan to Israel.
The most discouraging aspect of the decline in immigration to Israel, for many Israelis, is the lack of
immigrants from the free, Western countries, particuTHE AMERICAN ZIONIST
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larly from the United States and Canada. In I 975 these

great reservoirs of Jewry provided less than 6,000 new
immigrants to Israel. What is even more saddening is
the fact that nearly 75% of the 350,000 Israelis who
emigrated from Israel since the establishment of the
State have settled in North America. Jn effect, during
the past few years the number of emigrants from Israel
to North America has by far surpassed the number of
newcomers from that area. Jn 1975 official lsraeli
statistics cited 16.000 emigrants ("Yon.lim .. ), but the
figure is certainty much higher as most people who exit
the country simply do not declare their imemion to
emigrate, and still others have become over the years
"unofficial Yordim:· Many reasons ha'\·e been suggested explaining the increase in emigr.uion. particularly those related to economic opportunities. the military situation. and social status. Perhaps all of these play
a role. but it is an interesting facr th:-it a large proportion
of the Yordim of recent years are Israelis from
Middle- Eastern backgrounds (i.e .. ··Sephardi" Jews).
Ironically. the Israeli response to the growing prob·
lem of emigration is extremely ambivalcnr and vacillates between a policy of enticement to rerum by a warding tax deductions and housing loans, to the Prime
Minister's recent pronouncement that "emigrams are
the fall-out of the faint-hearted." Mr. Rabin's attitude
is an unfortunate one, and in extreme contrast to his
view other groups of Israelis paraded in front of lhe
American Embassy in Tel Aviv this summer and took
ads in Israeli newspaper urginl:- wavering fellow Is,,
raelis not to emigrate and to stand by their country
during a difficult period in it~ history. Most Israelis.
however. are less polarized over the emigration issue.
but it does vex them. Although the problem of emigration has been occasionally used as an explanation and
justification for lack of immigration, 1 believe that these
concern two distinctly different populations involving
different personal decisions and issues. I think that we
have to diagnose the emigration problem and develop
strategies to decrease its scope. while simultaneously
undertaking the same process to increase jmmigration.
This article relates primarily to the issue of immigration from North America and some possible conceptual
and practicaJ"approaches 10 chat problem.

discussion of efforts to increase immigraA NY
tion must relate to the structural and functional
division of labor that has emerged. namely, efforts
specifically operated by the State of Israel on the one
band, and efforts not sponsored or operated by the
State. Tilis dichotomy of efforts stands out despite the
e"change of infonnation and a degree of coordination
between the "private" and governmental agencies
NOVEEER1978

involved. Israeli efforts include primarily a network of
immigration emissaries ( schlichey aliya). absorption
facilities and personnel, and labor exchange services.
Non-governmental efforts include American regional
aliya councils, the Association of Americans and
Canadians in Israel (A.A.C.l.), and various Zionistoriented organizations.
The two major networks for dealing with immigrarion and absorption work in Israel are the Jewish
Agency for Israel through ilS ~liya Depanment which
ii; funded and supervised by the World Zionist Organization. and the Israel Ministry of Absorption which is a
government agency represented at the Cahinet level.
Many Israelis believe that the separation of functions
whereby the Jewish Agency promotes aliya abroad and
provides initial supports, while the Ministry of Absorprion picks up with services after arrival in Israel, is
artificial and counter-productive. The lack of communication. sharing of resources and personnel, and
decentralization of authority for policy-making have
resulted. I believe. in an irrational and costly apparatus
for handling immigrants. The "cost" is particularly
painfu I in terms of aiscontented and critical clients who
have passed through the system. The two things essential to Western Jews contemplating immigration to Israel is that they be able to receive a clear answer to
questions asked (even an "I don't know" answer) and
that promises made to them be fulfi [Jed in fuJI without a
hassle in Israel. The inability of the aliya apparatus to
fulfill these two cardinal principles has led to ill-will,
lack of credibility, and disLredited Israel in the eyes of
many potential immigrants. These are breaches of
basic ccncts of Westl!rn ethos which are not excusable.
Although political considerations are primarily re-sponsible for creating and maintaining the present division of labor, it is clearly a national priority at present to
merge the two frameworks into one efficient, coordinated Nganization. A significant part of the pressure
for this reorganization will have to come from Jews
outside of Israel who are inftuenced less by coalition
power struggles within the Israeli political spectrum
and more by the need for accountability for funds raised
for Israel and organizational efficiency. Aliya activities
cannot be sacred ground where non-Israelis are forbidden to trend.
Aside from the current organizational and politicaJ
arrangements, the present efforts of the Aliya Depart·
ment of the Jewish Agency leave much to be desired,
despite the serious dedication of most of the staff involved. After nearly half a year of study, a special
non-partisan, public Comminee on Immigration and
Absorption Personnel, appointed by the Board of
Gove.rnors of the Jewish Agency and chaired by Professor David Maeir. Director of Sbarei Zedek Hospital
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in Jerusalem, presented a number of important recommendations to the Board and to the Assembly of the
Jewish Agency this summer. Most important of these
was the proposal to develop a new professional career
line in lsraeJi immigration and absorption work. anchored in social work education at the university level.
This recommendation, although unpalatable to Jewish
Agency personnel and some politically entrenched ls-raelis, was clearly essential due to the recognition that
today's immigration and absorption work requires
professional and technical skills rather than just goodwill and common sense alone. and therefore gradual.
but programmatic profe::.sionalization of the work and
pen.onnel engaged in these activities is now imperative. Although the Assembly debate on this recommendation w1s heated, it did receive approval and
hopefully. will soon be implemented.
Other recommendations regarding new basic procedures were proposed by the Macir ommittee and most
were accepted and could immediately be instituted.
Among these were recommendations for eliminating
the practice of "parachu.in( · aliya emissaries into
open positions (i.e .• by-p.a~:.in~ selection procedures
and orientation programs for n~.. ..'1/ichim). selection
of shlichim by public tender. r,)fa l:on of selection
committee membership. and opcnin~ l.Ommittee membership to independent public fi-=-urcs. accepting
women as candidates (married or single), choosin;
shlichim from among Israelis who came on aJiya from
the same country to which they w1 I be assigned. increasing the number of'· desk ma1mgers · · in Israel who .
handle applica1ions from potential immigrants to enable one person to stay with an application through its
various stages. eliminate handling by numerous other
persons, obtaining feed-back on worK. of shlichim from
members of the locality to which he has been sent anCI
from immigrants who received his services, and
clarification and determination of written job descriptions for immigration and absorption personnel.
Perhaps more radical resolutions than those mentioned above are necessary to breathe new life into the
Israeli side of the aliya effort. Moshe Kohn, wellknown journalist for the Jerusalem Post. ~uggests
eliminating aliya emissary posts entirely and replacing
them with a corps of Israelis who will. as recognized
national reserve duty during a 4 to 6 week stint abroad,
create• 'an aliya ethos and bring Jews to grip with their
own Judaicity and from there to the role of aliya in their
self-fulfillment." According to Kohn's model. an
emissary would ' 'tell the Jewish-Zionist story as
personified in his own life and experience ... to stimulate Jews to ask questions about their lives as Jews in
Exile and about bis life as a Jew in the homeland ... "

Kohn proposes local ••A.Jiya Corporations'' organized
and financed by diaspora communities to encourage
and implement the immigration of its members, in
cooperation with the relevant official bodies and immigrant associations in Israel. This Aliya Corporation
model is essentially that used by the British Zionist
Federation.
Regardless of the structural aspects of organizing
immigration efforts, there is also a need to reconceptualize specific target groups of potential immigrants
and the psychology of "making aliya." During a recent sabbaticaJ leave in the United Scates, it became
apparent to me that many experienced self-employed
professional, salaried and civil service people might be
willing to come to Israel for a one to two year period,
talcing leave of absence from their work. but not burning any bridges in America and not committing themselves to aliya. I would seek this group out, ask them to
put in a year or more of "reserve duty" in Israel, but
not insisting on a commitment to immigrate. If we
could facilitate their corning. learning the language and
culture. or perhaps work in Israel for a second year, this
would lessen the ~ychological barders to aliya and
enable a low-pressure decision as co their future. Even
if many of these "reservists" go back to the United
States. they would be greatly enriched from the experience and so would their local communities.
Two other groups that we have neglected as aliya
potential are single. ex-students who are about to finish
or have just complc1ed their first or second degrees and
are contemplating. the start of their careers. and young
married coupl~ wHn fe'h young children. In my opinion. the "re:.en is!' approach noted above would be
equally valid for these groups, but for all three groups it
would be absolutely essential to provide decent lowrent housing, and some fonn of moderate flat-rate income subsidy.
Perhaps these programs could be tested out for an
mitial period. not only by Israeli authorities, but as a
joint demonstration project of American Jewish communities and the Israeli government.
Moshe Kohn is righr, of course, in correlating
Jewish pride. awareness, and education concerning
one's Jewishness and one's historical re · ~
h potential candidacy and susceptibility for immigration to
Israel. My only question of his remedy relates to my
scepticism about the limited effects of evangelical visits by emissarie~ versus solid. Jong-term Jewish education. visits lo Israel by youth, the potential impact of
youth movements in the U.S., efforts at strengthening
Jewish family life, and other media which surely enhance susceptibility for immigration to Israel.
THE AMERICAN ZJONIST

Q N the other band, it is now absolutely es-

sential tc• harness the organized American Jewish
community to the aliya effon. The consistent refusal of
American Jevlisb communities to actively engage in
these effons has been a major stumbling block to aliya.
In most communities "aliya··· is still a dirty word and
the Federatioms will not endorse or subsidize outright
effons to promote aliya among their constituents. The
Federation pe:ople are afraid that publicity from such
efforts would result in possible ill-will from the nonJewish community, and in heated opposition from
more affluent. but assimilated sectors of the Jewish
community. Others, including the Zionist women's
organizations. are cognizant as parents of the threat of
immigration e:fforts on "losing" their own children and
"breaking·up., families. Very few rabbis or respected
"esrablishment" leaders in the American Jewish
communiries have ever lobbied for immigration to Israel or forced the support of the Federation on this
issue. Perhaps serious community leaders who cannot
identify personaJJy with the need for immigration try to
avoid being two-faced about it by not getting involved
in any organized efforts for immigration.
All sorts of excuses are given by Federation officials
to extricate themselves from this dilemma. including
the plea that welfare donations to Federation cannot
legally be use:d for promoting aliya. This is a transparent inaccuracy and a little imagination on the part of
these same officials. if their heart was in it, could easily
find the propc~r formula for supporting local immigration to Israel .
Unfortunately. the opposition of Jewish community
federations to engage in and support aliya work has
resulted in the creation of alternative. but relatively
impotent and ineffective "Regional Aliya Councils·•
in such cities as New York, Cleveland. Detroit.
Miami, and other places. These Councils were set up
subsequent tc1 the convening of a National Ali ya Planning Confercmce which took place in New York City in
March, 1975. The meeting was addressed by the late
Pinhas Sapir, then chairman of the Jewish Agency and
of the World Zionist Executive, who asked the American Jewish community to take on the burden of
stimulating a creative aJiya from North America in
much the same way that Americans are independently
managing fu1:tdraising for Israel. The Regional Aliya
Councils aoo the National Aliya Council resulted from
Sapir's visit,, spearheaded by Mr. Sam Kadison, a
veteran Jewish communal worker as consultant and
coordinator, and Mrs. Charlotte Jacobson, chairman of
the American1 wing of the World Zionist Organization.
The major· dilemmas faced by these Councils are
both moral and fiscal, and the highly publicized QeveNOVEllBER 19176

'
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land Council is a good example. Only one member of
the Council is contemplating aliya, several members
are old-time emigrants from Jsrael, and the rest are
interested American Jews who want to .encomage
others in the possibility and need for immigration to
Israel. Certainly, by personal example, they cannot
' 'dramatize the need for aliya'' or ''produce a climate
for aliya within the Jewish community" as their objectives state.
Ironically, the important role which the Council
could fulfill cannot possibly be implemented without
Federation support and funding. The Council could
assist appropriate candidates by providing for their
concrete needs in Israel, it could provide an
ombudsman-type liaison person or paid "immigration
broker'' to assist Clevelanders through the bureaucratic
and legal maze they encounter in Israel during the first
few years, it could be more active in providing discussants and counseling for potential immigrants. and
even in selecting and evaluating the emissaries sent
from Israel. The Jewish community could establish a
loan fund for ''its'' immigrants which would convert to
a grant after several years in Israel. In short, it could
look after its own people who "make" aliya. Leaving
for Jsrael should not be seen as an individual act, but a
community act towards the enrichment of the young
Jewish State.
But none ofthe possible roles described above can be
achieved, I believe, so long as the Aliya Councils are
shunned by the Federations and so fong as they have no
significant financial resources.
In my view, the potential roles of the Aliya Councils
are so important that I would siphon off U.J.A. funds
raised by the Federations at the source, for supportint
local aliya work.
It would take courage for a Jewish community in
America to accept the challenge described above, but I
think that the benefits to the community, to .. its"
immigrants, and certainly to Israel. would be worth the
effort. It is all very nice for American Jews to glow with
pride over successes like the commando raid in
Uganda, but how many of them realize that our Israeli
history books will recall it as "Operation Yonatan"
(Jonathan), in honor of the American immigrant's
son who died while leading the comm:mdos in that
raid? Immigration is still Israel's life blood, no matter
how much money is raised for the U.J.A. Anyone who
doesn't recognize that fact and does not do something
serious about it, either in America or Israel, has bis
bead in the sand. D
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INFORMATION SHEET

TAX REFORM

The income tax reform, which was implemented in July 1975, is designed
to underwrite the State's budgetary needs . It is a simple taxation method
th2t can be understood by all.
Background
The taxation system that existed until now suffered from distortions created by contemporary pressures. These distortions developed for several reasons.
Erosion of the essential value of tax deductions and exemptions through rapid
inflation render ed meaningless the tax scale in use. '!he need for immediate
financing - due

to

emergency security situations, such as •,:ar and the require-

ments of immigrant absorption -

caused an increase in taxation rates. 'nlese

rates became unbearable. 'Ibey adversely affected the will to work and earn money
while encouraging tax evasion and subterfuge .
Consequently, tax rates were greatly increased. Workers and employers made
every effort to reach agr eements on tax- exempt payments which were called
"business expenses" and included payments for automobile maintenance, telephone,
food and lodging allowances, and other forms of expenses that were designed - in

real or simulated ways - to help increase earnings. These payments, not subject
to taxation, were transformed into an increasingly substantial part of total earnings . Moreover, every kind of specific State difficulty was handled by making
concessions on taxes, whether it took the form of support for development
areas, industrial incentives, or concessions for various types of situations
that were subject to taxation.
Tlhis system ultimately resulted in a regular taxation which a-pplied to
only a part of the general earnings in Israel's economy . On the other hand, these
earnin:gs were taxed at a very high rate.
I 1n the past, attempts were made to cure the ills of the income tax system.

In the:se instances, ministers of the Treasury were aided by special comnittees
including representatives of the general public and specialists. lk>wever, these
modifications created temporary solutions only . Because of the above- mentioned
pressures. the system backfired and deteri,•rvte:i.
Fc)r th is reason, a board of experts was appointed - headed by Prof, Baim
Ben-Shachar and including Prof. Michael Bruno, Prof. Yoram Ben-Porat, Attorney
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Boaz Nah:lr and Accountant Shalom Ronel. This committee was charged with the
responsilibity of formulating a basic reform of the income tax system. The
Ministry of Finance, the Government and the Knesset adopted the committee's
recommendations and carried them out in a relatively short time. The abovementioned bodies were well aware that hasty implementation could impair the
effectivi?ness of the reform, since the need for rectification was inevitable,
but they preferred to implement the reform immediately and correct any defects
as they arose. For this purpose, a special follow-up committee composed of
represen1tatives of the Ministry of Finance, employers and the Histadrut were
appointed to suggest changes.
An <idditional factor of the reform is to have all self-employed indiVi-

duals (01r employees Who receive an income in addition to their salary - even
one time only) to keep bocks . Likewise, it will be the responsibility of
every adult to fill out and report an income tax form for the previous fiscal
year.

Th•~

procedure of canpleting this income tax form will be relatively

simple.

The Prin•::.iples of the Reform.
The income tax reform is based on the expansion of t:he tax base.

All

revenues will be taxable at a uniform rate, including revenues that were
previously taxed at preferred rates {e.g., overtime pay and productivity
benefits), as well as expenses and gratuities that were given either in
cash or :lts equivalent.

An employer wishing to increase compensation for

services rendered by a worker, must do so by including all premiums in the
employee 11 s gross sa1ary thereby making a1l payments taxable.
time, a

1~elatively

At the same

favorable progressive tax rate table will be used.

pulsory :Loans, once deducted from gross salary have been abolished.

ComCost-

of-living salary increases will be included directly in the wage earner's
taxable :lncome.

Tax rates and the method use.d to calculate income tax are

now simplified so that every individual will be able to calculate the amount
of inconu? tax he is required to pay.

We will now concentrate on the various

aspects of income tax for the single person.
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Tax Rates for a Single Person
The basic tax rate is fixed at 35%.

However, a rebate of 10% will be

given on personal income as well as on income of self-employed persons who
fulfill the directives applying to accepted accountancy - this is applicable
for incomes up to IL 3,000 monthly. The effective marginal income tax rate
will be, therefore, only 25%.

The tax table will be as follows:

Monthly Income (IL)

Marginal Tax Rate

0-3000

25%

3001- 5500

35% (for the amount above IL 3000)

5501-6500

45%

6501-8500

50%

8501+

60%

Because the tax is progressive, all wage earners benefit from the initial low tax rates.

Only the marginal a.mount is calculated according to the

highest tax rate applicable to one ' s level of income, e . g . , someone who earns
IL 3500 a month will have IL 3000 of his salary taxed at the minimum rate and
the additional IL 500 (marginal amount) will be taxed according to the rate
in the next income bracket.
Credits
According to the former tax law, deductions on taxable income were allowed
for the wage earner, members of his family and other factors .

After deductions,

the remainder was taxed according to one's income; the result was a greater
allowable deduction for those with greater earnings and a lower one for those
who earned less.
According to the reform, a crediting system supplants the older method
of deductions.

The number of credit points granted depends upon the wage

earner's family status, social situation and other factors .
point

.
is the

equivalent of

sum total of income tax .

*
IL 100 and

these points are subtracted from the

The result is the uniform value of credit for all

income brackets .

*revalued

Every credit

annually according to the cost-of-living index .

•
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Together with "credit points" there are also "allowance ·points".

The

cub equivalent of both types of points is the same, namely IL 100. Whereas
the credit point system is implemented by subtracting from income tax, the
allowance point system is effected by direct payment from the National Insurance Institute.
Bow Many Points Do You Have?

Credit points are given as follows:

*a
*a
*

resident receives 2 credit point•
non-workina VOll8Jl receives l credit point
a working mother receives 1 credit point for the first child
and l

add~tional

point for each of the next l or 2 children

(e.g. , a . - n with 2 children would get 2 credit points,
2 credit points,
with 3 children
with 4 children

* credit

3 credit points, etc.

points are not given for children; instead, allowance

points are given
Every father who supports his Chil.drma ia entitled to allowance points,
vhicll are pai.d by the National Insurance IInstituta directly to the worker.
During the transition peri.Od between the two tax systems, child allowance
for the first two children is paid by the employer. After this period, the

entire child allowance will be paid directly to the worker by the National
Insurance Institute. Under the credit point system, a point is subtracted
froa

iDCOlle

tax when the income is taxable; when the i.ncome is not taz.able,

the credit point aye tea is not used. In contrast to this, an allowance point

is pai.d by the National Insurance Institute, whether or not the earner's
income is taxable.
Other Credits
'lhe income tax system recognizes additional credits as follows:
Crediting of savings in a provident fund or life insurance, up to
a 110Dthly salary of IL 1500. is 25% of the payment (in sav:lngs of up to
IL 75 monthly).

For the income bracket IL 1500-4167 monthly - 25% of the

payment is accredited when the savings are within the limits of 5% of the
salary.

With regard to higher salaries, crediting covers 25% of the pay-

ment on savings up to IL 208 monthly.
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One is allowed to deduct medical expenses that do not exceed 5% of one's
annual income or IL 2000 a year (the lesser of the two).

I f these expenses

are more than this amount but less than IL 7000 a year, or 1/8 of one's annual
income (the lesser of the two) he will be ~ntitled to a reduction of 25% from
his total income tax.

of

bis

For that part of the medical expenses that exceed 1/8

earnings, be is entitled to a reduction of 35% from his income tax.

Special Exemption for au Oleh
In the past, the State of Israel granted certain income tax concessions
to new olim during their first three and one half years in Israel. This policy will
apply even after the income tax reform is put into effect, although the method will
change.
Under the former system, for the first 18 months

the new immigrant Wes

entitled to an income tax exemption on the first IL 1,200 earned monthly. Now,
in place of this exemption, the oleh is entitled to a credit of IL 300 monthly.
From the 19th until the 30th month, the

ne~

oleh was, in the past, entitled

to an income tax exemption on the first IL 700 of monthly earnings, but now
he wi.11 be permitted crediting in the amount of IL 200 monthly. Under the former
system from the 31st until the 42nd month of the oleh's residence in Israel, he
was entitled to an exemption on the first IL 400 monthly earnings. Now, he
will be permitted crediting in the amount of IL 100 monthly. To receive this
special credit, the new oleh must possess an immigrant booklet (teudat oleh).
The oleh does not require special confirmation or approval by the assessment
officer.
Similarly, the residents of certain settlements will continue to be
considered for exemptions. This type of exemption will be given in the form
of tax reductions only on income up to IL 3,000 monthly and the lowered rates
will be as follows :
a) ·Anyone who benefited from an exemption between IL 750 and 1,000 will
pay tax at the rate of 18% (instead of 25%);
b) Anyone who benefited from an exemption between IL 400 and 750 will
pay tax at the rate of 25%;
c) Anyone who benefited from a lower exemption will pay a tax at the
rate of 22%.

I
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Working Students
The base tax rate of 35% will be applied to earnings for part-time
work.

When part-time work is done by a

st~dent

or a person with no other

revenue or source of income -- he will receive a confirmation to this effect from the assessment officer (according to Para. (10)9) and then will
be fully exempt from income tax.
Income From Interest
Income derived from interest and dividends is taxable at the rate of

35% and is directly deducted from the source of income.
not fall into the category of

~ersonal

Since this does

earnings as explained above, the

marginal 10% credit does not apply in this case.

Naturally, this income

is added to the person's over-all earnings and on this sum other credits are
given, for the wage earner and his dependents, etc.
The System is Linked to the Index
Linkage to the consumer's price index is a radical innovation of the
income tax reform.

This arrangement affects the income tax table and also

the crediting system.

To simplify matters, an example may be given:

on the first IL 3000, 25% income tax is deducted.
crease in prices, tbe real value of IL 3000

~s

But as a result of an in-

reduced.

Linkage of the tax

rate to the consumer's price inoex preserves the purchasing power of IL 3,000,
so that if there is an index rise of the order of 10% -- the first IL32 300
will be taxed at a rate of 25%.
The situation is similar with regard to credit points and allowance points .
They are linked to the index so that a price increase as stated above, will
alter their value to IL 110 per point instead of IL 100.

This arrangement

will ensure real income to those who pay income tax, especially in times when
prices nave greatly risen.

In this way, the previous increasing precipitous-

ness of the income tax system, with the distortions it created, will be avoided.
Furthermore, there will be no need for the establishment of cOllllllittees to
change the system of taxation from time to time, as was required in the past.

..
- 7 Net Salary Will l3e Preserved
Ninety-five percent of wage earners will receive a higher net salary than
that which they received prior to the reform. Five per cent of employed persons
who enjoyed large fringe benefits exempt from income tax will experience a
slieht decrease in net salary. In government and public institutions - as well
as the private market - a policy has been established wh ereby net salary will
not decrease (until April 1. 1976) . What does this mean? To begin with, the
gross, earnings of a person, including all premiums and gratuities, will be taxed.
If the net sum decreases, the employer will cover the difference. Thus, although
all fringe benefits are taxable, and tend to reduce total net earnings, the
lowered income tax rates offset this tendency and preserve the wage earner's
net income. Incongruities present in the old system are thus done away with.
Starting in July, when the cost-of-living increase is added to gross salary, preservation of net salary will be implemented. A cost-of-living increase in salary will be paid for salaries of up to a maximum of IL 3,000 in
gross monthly earnings (as time goes on, this ceiling wil1 be completely abolished) . The cost-of-living increase will be included in taxable income.
Compensation will be estimated at 70% of the rise in the consumer price Lndex.
In this way, it will be possible to preserve the real salary of the wage earner
and to implement an economic policy which does not involve full compensation
for price increases resulting from taxation or other steps. Periodic wage
agreements will include determination of the necessary supplements.
Added Value Tax \Jill Complement the Reform
Implementation of the income tax reform will mean a certain loss of revenue
to the State Treasury in the coming year. The long-range goal of the government
is to have the loss incurred by the lowering of high tax rates offset by
the gain achieved through honest declarations of taxable income. However, even
for t;,he short term, the government cannot permit itself a loss in revenue since
its expenses have not decreased, and it is unable to meet its budget by the
issuance of "printed money". The goal of the reform is to ensure a fair and effective taxation system, without shirking from the necessity of imposing a tax
burden on the general population. For this purpose, the government is about
to impose an added value tax.
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'Ibis is a tax on commodities that will cover a wide base and is designed to ensure
a relatively high revenue to the Treasury.

The combination of both these re-

forms will ensure an effective and fair system of taxation without reducing
the

StatE~'s

revenues.

The Department of Information for Olim will produce further information
regarding the added value tax as soon as i t becomes available.

STATE OF ISRAEL
~INISTRY

OF ABSORPTION

DEPAR'IMENT OF INFORMATION FOR OLIM
TAX REFORM

Dear Olehl
In order to improve our information service to olim, we are enclosing
this questionnaire together with an information sheet on Financial Assistance
to New Settlers.
We would appreciate your answering the following questions and returning
this form to us as soon as possible.
---·-~-----------------

QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Is the attached information sheet on Tax Reform
___Very Good

---Good

___Average

---Poor ---Very Poor

Do you recommend the continuation of this method for providing information
on other aspects of absorption, changes in existing regulations, etc.?

---Yes ---No
2.

different method (please state)

In your opinion, which topics are important to include in future information
sheets?

Age

_ _By

Please spec1fy.

-----

Date of imnigration

---------------------------------------Profession
---------------------------Place of residence

We are grateful for your participation.
The Ministry for Immigrant Absorption
Department of Information for Olim

ll'blil ,uy 1D'110, 1l<1li1 ,Dl
5304 'Db 110.,l<

Postage Prepaid by the

lllJ'1

Ministry of Absorption

n,~Y no,~?~ i1l!1n.1
o,~1y~

.Y1,D

np~nn

616

91000

.1.n

D,~l!111,

First Fold

Second Fold
Outs~de

of Israel, put in an envelope, affix a stamp,
and send to the nearest Aliya Center.

.·
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II. ANALYSIS OF PRESENT SYSTEM
A. The inmigrant is recruited through the Aliyah and Absorption Department of
the Jewish Agency, whose shlichim in North America try to answer his questions,
and often make promises to him, but cannot really service him with anything
except a place in an Absorption Center.
B. He is supposed to be processed by the Absorption Ministry of the Government,
but they cannot always be sure of giving him a dwelling.
C. He may have to deal with the Ministry of Housing, but they often cannot take care
of him and they blame the various housing companies on which they depend .
•

D.

The problem of coordination of housing and employment is not anyone's official
responsibility, and the inmigrant is often caught in a situation which he
must try to solve himself - i.e., he finds a job somewhere, and must then
struggle with the Housing Ministry to find an appropriate swelling nearby;
or, vice versa, he accepts the best housing solution he can get, then struggles
to find

E.

empl~yment

nearby,

Placing his children in schools often becomes his personal responsibility,
filled with great frustrations, because of language inadequacy and fears that
he

III.

has not found the right solution for his children.

NEW SYSTEM

A.

Organization

•

1. General
There should be established an independent office, called North American

Absorption Office, with branches in five cities - Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Haifa,
Netanya and Beersheba. The headquarters shall be Jerusalem.

The director-

general shall be based in Jerusalem. The NAAO shall be funded by the WZO.
The director-general shall be responsible to a Board of thirteen, whose members
shall be the Chairman of the Jewish Agency; (or his appointee); the chainnan of
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the Etoard of Governors of the Jewish Agency, (or his appointee); one representative
each of the Ministries of Housing, Labor, Education, Finance, and Interior;
two representatives of the National Aliyah Corrinittee in North America; two
repre!sentatives of the MCI; and two highly respected members of the Israel 1
public at large. The Board shall meet quarterly to set policies and review
progress and problems.
The NAAO shall be a one-stop office, containing the facilities and persorlelJ
.
•
to de al with all the 1nm1grants' major concerns, not requiring him to do any
1

of thle "running, but doing it for him.
11

In case any ·••running" i'S necessary,

the NlAAQ staff shall do it, not the inmigrant.
2. Specific
A chart of organization is appended, which is the kernel of the idea.

It

is, of course, subject to careful analysis and review, as to the exact number of
persons and rooms required. The Jerusalem and Tel Aviv offices should probably
be the same size and the other three smaller, but on an identical model. Section 111
- Computer - is required only in Jerusalem. All other branches have only
Sections I,II, and IV.
B. Methodology
1. Olim who enter Absorption Centers
These are processed by ·the Aliyah Oepartment 'of the Jewish Agency at the
port 1of entry and settled in at ·the Absorption Center to which they are assigned.
An intake worker of the NAAO meets them at the Absorption Cnhter , just as soon
as possible after they are settled in.

He provides transportation to the nearest

NAAO, opens their file, and starts them on their path from department to department,
where their problems are dealt with - and hopefully solved long before the
five .and one-half month residence period 1s completed. They are also introduced
to th1e AACI network of volunteer and counselling services at the same time.
Sever.al visits to the NMO may be required; and/or the intake worker makes
visits to the Absorption Center.

In addition the AACI volunteer and counselling

4
service is also at work.
2. Olim who arrive for irrmediate absorption
These are met at the port of entry by the NAAO intake worker, who already
possesses a destination address (agreed upon by computer-link before departure
from North America).

Intake worker and AACI volunteer accompany ol i m to

destination. help settling-in process, and arrange transportation to nearest
NAAO for confirmation of job, school, etc. --and full processing.
There may be cases where house, job, etc . , are still problematic, upon
•

arrival, and intake worker must have emergency or temporary solutions at his
disposal, which he prepares in advance of arrival .
3. System of processing
The inmigrant carries his own file with him as he moves from departmernt
to department through the NAAO. {There is a second copy, kept pennanently
in the office). He can thus know what is happening to him, each step of the
way.

Each interview is recorded; relevant facts, figures, phone numbers are

always at his fingertip; promises are written in, with dates; he charts his
4

own progress. This removes

mu~h

of the mystery and doubt; it gives him the

feeling that his destiny is under his own control, not lying on a messy desk
with some nameless bureaucrat.
The U.S. anny used this system very

s~cessfully

with its officers--each

of whom carried his own 201-Personnel file with him, as his assignments took him
to various regiments and divisions.
The world-famous Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota uses this same method
with patients. As a patient moves through the clinic's departments, as many
as twenty, during a four-day period, each examining doctor enters his coJIJ'llents
and findings into the master file, which the patient carries with him, and has
inmediately at hand, so there is no time lost in searching for files.
At the end of this medical assembly line, the patients' entire profile is in

l
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the one folder, which is then studied, and a diagnosis made.

Incidentally,

the patient can keep reading his own file as he moves along, and while he may
discover something unpleasant, yet all mystery is removed. He knows what is
happening to him.
IV. AACI SERVICES
These most important counselling and volunteer services must be located right in the
NAAO, as part of the "one-stop" concept. While the illllligrant is going through the
various desks of Section I, dealing with the specific, material problems of his new
existence, he can also begin to go through Section II, where he can rece"ive that spiritual
assist which will ease transition. He will be assigned a "big brother" family to
help him, to explain the new and strange customs, the shopping habits, where to find
little items, easily obtainable in North America, but not so obvious here. He will
be assigned a counsellor to answer

perp~exing

legal questions, relating to citizenship,

army, finances, and many other items making up the mosaic of daily life. All of this
will assist his social integration, meeting others who have been through the mill and
are willing to help him. Through this Section II, he can begin to penetrate the
intellectual and social life of the country.

~

The AACI has many other programs aside from these counselling services.

If the

AACI wishes to locate its total functioning on NAAO premises, I would favor making the
necessary space available to them.

If they chose to attach only their counselling

service to the NAAO, and retain outside premises for the balance of their activities,
I would accept that decision as well.
The essence of the matter is that Section II is vital to the effective work of the
NAAO.
V. COMPUTER SERVICE - SECTION III

.

1·

..

In my previous memorandum, I began to outline how this should work. A full
separate memo should be prepared on this subject alone . Sufficient for now is the fact
that the computer service must be located in the Jerusalem headquarters, to service
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the National Aliyah Conmittee in North America, and the other four NAAO branches in
Israel.
VI. HOUSING
In order to achieve the "one-stop" service, the single most critical fact is that
housing must be at the physical disposal of the NAAO. That is, the actual keys to
the flat must be in the NAAO.

In other words, there must be, at all times, in the

hands of NAAO, a very large reservoir of housing units, of all sizes, located in all
parts of the country. The NAAO must be able to get these units from the Housing
Ministry, or private contractors, and keep a pennanent stock at its disposal, so that
1

it can hand them out, on the spot, to the client, without making him run around from
one office to another. There must be units for rental and for sale, according to the
wishes of the irrmigrant.
If he has pre-selected housing, through the computer, through the assistance of
a relative or friend already here, through a previous exploratory visit, or by
whatever means, that house must be available to him. He arranges rental or mortgagepurchase in the NAAO.
NAAO must have the financial means necessary to keep a large stock of units on hand.

This might require some revolutionary changes, as between the Agency and the various
ministries, but it is an absolutely indispensable fact to the successful operation of the

NAAO.
Rental housing must be available at a subsidized price amounting to no more than
one-fourth of the inmigrants' monthly income.

.·

NORTH AMERICAN ABSORPTION OFFICE - Jerusalem Head Office Branches in Tel Aviv, Haifa, Netanya, Beersheba
)
Director-General
Deputy
in Jerusalem
Administrative Assistant

Director]
Deputy
in each branch

SECTION I - Absorption Desks
1.

INTAKE

3 intake clerks,

2. DOCUMENTATION

3. EMPLOYMENT

4. HOUSING

5. EDUCATION

6.

MEDICAL

(Ministry of Int.
3 clerks, each in

separate room,
each in separate
issuing necessary
room.
documents.
l l arg e wait i ng
room, enough seats, l large waiting
room, with
basic infonnation
on walls, on large receptionist to
direct traffic.
~lacards, with
receptionist to
4 persons
direct traffic.
4 rooms, including
one large
4 persons
4 rooms including
one large

Director and
secretary
Assistant
Receptionist
4 persons
4 rooms

SECTION II - AACI Counselling
1. Social integration - "big brother"

2. Financial advice - taxes, social securit ,
tax-free purchases,
second mortgage,
personal loans, etc .
3. Citizenship advice
4. Army advice
5. Fraternal services - cemetery, synagogue
etc.
6. Availability of lectures, courses, music
field trips, etc.
\Jnber of rooms and personnel to be
decided with AACI

Director and
secretary
Assistant
Runner
Receptionist
5 persons
4 rooms

Di rector and
secretary
2 persons
2 rooms

SECTION III - Computer
Function I
accumulating dlta
Function II
updating data
Function I II
supply data to terminals
Number of rooms and personnel to be
decided in consultation with computer
experts of whichever computer in
Israel is selected for use.

Director and
secretary
2 persons
2 rooms

SECTION IV - Services
1. Office manager, bookkeeper$,

2.
3.
4.
5.

etc.
Transportation
Information and Publicity
Mail Room - photocopying
Stock Room - supplies

Probably 10 persons in 5 regular
rooms and 5 large size rooms.

